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Ella Shenhav Certified as a Circuit Mediator
by the Florida Supreme Court

Tampa
9.2.21
 

Ella A. Shenhav, a partner in Shutts & Bowen LLP’s Tampa office, has completed the required training
and is now a Florida Supreme Court Certified Circuit Court Civil Mediator.

Ella’s circuit mediation certification was approved by the Florida Supreme Court on August 20, 2021.
Her name has been added to the list of certified mediators on the Dispute Resolution Center’s
website. Mediation is an alternative dispute resolution process used to settle and resolve legal
matters. A Mediator serves as a neutral third-party, trained in the law and dispute resolution
process, to bring closure and resolution.

In addition to Mediation, Ella practices and concentrates in the areas of complex commercial
litigation and arbitration.

 

About Ella A. Shenhav
Ella A. Shenhav is a partner in the Tampa office of Shutts & Bowen LLP, where she is a member of the
Business Litigation Practice Group and the firm's Pro Bono Committee. She has represented large
and small businesses, financial institutions, employers, entrepreneurs and other individuals in
successfully resolving, among other matters: business torts; contract disputes; employment and
non-compete disputes; creditors’ rights; securities litigation; real estate-related litigation;
shareholder disputes; and claims of unfair and deceptive trade practices. Ella’s legal abilities
regularly earn her recognition from her peers, the judiciary and the community. She has been
recognized by Florida Trend’s Legal Elite, by the Thirteenth Judicial Circuit Pro Bono Committee for
"Outstanding Pro Bono Service by a Lawyer” and has been featured as a Florida Super Lawyers Rising
Star for five consecutive years.
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